Acquisition order and resource value in Cuscuta attenuata
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Field observations showed that in its native Texas grasslands, dodder (Cuscuta attenuata) grows more vigorously in patches of mixed host species than in monospecific host patches. Field experiments with naturally occurring host individuals demonstrated that the parasite achieved greater volume when simultaneously infesting two hosts of differing species rather than two hosts of the same species, and that this effect depends on the order in which the parasite encounters those hosts. Sodium, acting as an osmoticum, is implicated as the factor responsible for experimentally produced as well as observed field patterns.

A ll but the smallest annual plant will encounter heterogeneity in minerals and nutrients as it grows (1–4); plants respond locally to changes in resource levels, allowing increased uptake in rich patches and suffering decreased investment in poor patches. For example, encounter with high nitrogen, and, to a lesser extent, high phosphorus levels has been shown to induce localized root proliferation in a number of species (5–8). Similarly, ramets (potentially independent subunits) of some clonal plant species may produce more stomols in “good” patches than in “poor” patches (9–11). Local enrichment with ammonium may physiologically enhance local uptake capacities for ammonium and potassium (12). In some few cases, localized responses to changes in resource levels have been correlated with fitness-related rewards, such as plant volume or seed set (13–16).

However plants may actively exploit resource heterogeneity. Indeed, it has been implied that the spatially disjunct distribution of resources in nature is a selective force behind the evolution of the clonal habit in higher plants (17). However, more than a decade of avid research has failed to reveal any such synergistic effect (e.g., refs. 10 and 18–22). Instead, and consistent with expectations of foraging theory derived from the study of animals, even the most careful experimental studies have shown only that the growth capacity of a plant simultaneously inhabiting more than one patch type (with more than one level or type of macronutrient) is no more than the growth capacity achievable in an average of the patches used by that individual (23).

Direct observation of naturally occurring plant resource uptake is made difficult by the cryptic nature of these generally soil-borne processes. Furthermore, because of naturally varying conditions, the destructiveness of sampling root systems, and the uncertainty of total recovery of the roots of an uncontained plant have prevented correlating plant response unequivocally with individual fitness. Hence, the causes and consequences of plant response to mineral and nutrient heterogeneity in nature have usually been extrapolated from plant growth under experimental manipulation in the laboratory, greenhouse, agricultural field (see, for example, studies cited in ref. 23), from theory (25), or in simulations (24). Thus, the field observations of undisturbed resource use and the field experiments reported here represent an example of data garnered from a natural system with unambiguous identification of resource use and plant growth response. To collect these exceptional data, we used as a model the stem parasite Cuscuta attenuata (Convolvulaceae), commonly known as dodder. For all species in this genus, the entire plant is aboveground, coiling about the stems and branches of its hosts. All points of resource uptake are visible; thus for any individual parasite, all of its resources can be identified, its investment (the length of dodder stem coiled about the host) can be measured, and its resulting growth can be assessed, all without disturbance to the individual. Because dodders are effectively nonphotosynthetic (26, 27), their responses to a resource are not confounded by carbohydrate production and thus are more easily correlated with the action of its resource.

In summary, we have shown that, under natural conditions, use of multiple resource types can enhance the growth of an individual across a gradient that extends from an average of the resource types; moreover, such enhancement relies upon a particular set of circumstances, specifically, the sequence of its encounters with resource types differing in sodium content. Furthermore, this response is fitness related, in that the seed set of an individual dodder is highly correlated with its size (13, 14). Our field experiments suggest that, within the parasite, sodium acts as an osmoticum in the extraction of water and possibly other nutrients as the plant grows between hosts that differ in sodium levels. Use of sodium as an osmoticum is not uncommon in nonparasitic plants (28); we propose that the process reported herein may function in any plant large enough to occupy more than one patch at a time, i.e., in the majority of angiosperms and many “lower” plants as well.

Methods and Results

A dodder may infest a host when a growing tip comes in contact with a host stem or leaf; with contact, the parasite stem can coil around the host, after which pegs of absorptive tissue (haustoria) grow into the host from the inner surface of the parasite stem. Through the haustoria a parasite can tap into the host’s vascular tissue and redirect its flow into the otherwise normal vascular system of the parasitic individual. In general, parasitic species maintain the physiological ground plan of their autotrophic ancestors; the parasite uses the haustorial connection to integrate itself into the host’s sink–source dynamics, drawing upon the productivity and reserves of the host in the same manner as that of the host’s own rapidly growing and/or transpiring tissue (29). C. attenuata is native throughout the old fields of Oklahoma and northern Texas. In June 1996, the period of peak dodder growth in this region, it was observed that parasites infesting patches of mixed host species accumulated more biomass than those growing in monospecific host stands. In five 50-m transects across a 9-hectare field near Dallas, parasite stem density was 734 stems/m². This density is highly correlated with its size (13, 14). Our field experiments suggest that, within the parasite, sodium acts as an osmoticum in the extraction of water and possibly other nutrients as the plant grows between hosts that differ in sodium levels. Use of sodium as an osmoticum is not uncommon in nonparasitic plants (28); we propose that the process reported herein may function in any plant large enough to occupy more than one patch at a time, i.e., in the majority of angiosperms and many “lower” plants as well.

Methods and Results

A dodder may infest a host when a growing tip comes in contact with a host stem or leaf; with contact, the parasite stem can coil around the host, after which pegs of absorptive tissue (haustoria) grow into the host from the inner surface of the parasite stem. Through the haustoria a parasite can tap into the host’s vascular tissue and redirect its flow into the otherwise normal vascular system of the parasitic individual. In general, parasitic species maintain the physiological ground plan of their autotrophic ancestors; the parasite uses the haustorial connection to integrate itself into the host’s sink–source dynamics, drawing upon the productivity and reserves of the host in the same manner as that of the host’s own rapidly growing and/or transpiring tissue (29). C. attenuata is native throughout the old fields of Oklahoma and northern Texas. In June 1995, the period of peak dodder growth in this region, it was observed that parasites infesting patches of mixed host species accumulated more biomass than those growing in monospecific host stands. In five 50-m transects across a 9-hectare field near Dallas, parasite stem density was 734 stems/m². This density is highly correlated with its size (13, 14). Our field experiments suggest that, within the parasite, sodium acts as an osmoticum in the extraction of water and possibly other nutrients as the plant grows between hosts that differ in sodium levels. Use of sodium as an osmoticum is not uncommon in nonparasitic plants (28); we propose that the process reported herein may function in any plant large enough to occupy more than one patch at a time, i.e., in the majority of angiosperms and many “lower” plants as well.
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to the parasite for interconnecting structures. The distance between potential points of parasite coiling and thus lowering the costs expected to compensate for lower return per coil on a poor host by decreasing the length of the parasite category on each host type, and counting the number of points where the string touched a parasite stem (39). Some parasites were not in contact with all host types; therefore, a measure of relative parasite biomass accumulation for a host type was calculated for each transect as

\[
\Sigma \text{Density category } \times \text{Intersection (in cm)} \text{ of that category for that host type}
\]

For each of the three host types, host branch density was measured at 10 points selected randomly from an x, y coordinate field overlain on a map of the study area. The coordinates were paced off, and a 10-cm × 10-cm quadrant was placed in the center of the patch of the target host type closest to the selected coordinates; host branch density, the number of host branch tips emerging within the quadrant, was then recorded. At this level of stem density, C. attenuata appears to do equally well overall in the field on either Ambrosia artimisiifolia or Aster ericoides, although individual parasite stems grow less well on Aster ericoides than on Ambrosia artimisiifolia (Fig. 2). Greater host–branch density might be expected to compensate for lower return per coil on a poor host by decreasing the distance between potential points of parasite coiling and thus lowering the costs to the parasite for interconnecting structures.

Growing tips were transplanted in the field, first onto one of two host species; after 10 days, the stems were trained onto the other host, of either the same or an alternate species. Successful establishment on a second host signified simultaneous connection to two hosts, a common occurrence under natural conditions. Results showed that parasite stems (approximately equal in length and diameter) attained significantly greater volume when sequentially infesting Ambrosia artimisiifolia followed by Aster ericoides than in any other host–pair sequence (Fig. 3). Stem extension is important in dodders; the two-dimensional, horizontal projection of an individual parasite stem is closely correlated with its number of hosts; both are positively associated with seed crop size (13).

Although haustoria are functioning within 5 days of contact with host (30), the rank order of host–pair values is unexplained by the independent value of the hosts to the parasite measured as parasite volume (Figs. 2 and 3). However, comparison of dodder dry weights show no significant difference among treatments (F3, 31 = 1.45; P = 0.25), indicating that the observed differences in parasite volume are primarily a function of different levels of water uptake. Many parasitic plants appear to maintain rates of transpirational flow higher than do those of their hosts (31); dodders are aided in this uptake capacity by a markedly thin or nonexistent waxy cuticle (27).

Nonetheless, a model of transpirationally induced flow from host to parasite (estimated as a function of parasite surface area) is not consistent with the observed pattern of treatment-induced parasite volume (Fig. 3).

The mineral contents of hosts and their parasites were therefore analyzed and found to differ significantly in the osmoregulatory ions Na+ and K+, but not in the major nutrients nitrogen or phosphorus (Student–Neuman–Keuls test, P > 0.05 in both cases; Fig. 4). Potassium participates in several roles in the plant, whereas the sole known positive function of sodium is in osmoregulation, in which case it may even substitute for potassium (8). The relative osmotic potential of hosts and parasites may be estimated by summing the concentrations of Na+ and K+ (32). The ratio of the host:parasite ion concentrations thus calculated indicates the flow rate from host to parasite, but does not produce the observed rank order of the treatment results (Fig. 4); using the difference of these host:parasite ion concentrations produces the same result.

When considered alone, Na+ differences between hosts and parasites can produce the observed pattern, which we surmise to function as follows. By using the ratio of host and parasite Na+ concentrations to estimate osmotically induced flow rates, the greatest overall uptake between hosts and parasite is predicted for dodder growing from Ambrosia artimisiifolia to Aster ericoides. Because of the high Na+ concentration derived from the primary host, the parasite would be expected to experience a large and immediate water flux from the secondary host. Second, the consistent differences between parasite and hosts when both hosts are the same species would lead to situations in which parasites infesting only Ambrosia artimisiifolia or only Aster ericoides would be second and fourth in volume accumulation, respectively. Last, although a parasite moving from Aster ericoides to the high-Na+ Ambrosia artimisiifolia may suffer an initial loss or decrease in flow from host to parasite, salt accumulators such as C. attenuata (33) are apparently able immediately to begin uptake of Na+ ions, such that
sodium concentration may double within 24 hr and triple within 72 hr after exposure to a high-Na\textsuperscript{+} environment (34). Effective flow from the secondarily infested \textit{Ambrosia artimisiifolia} host would rapidly begin, accompanied by enhanced flow from the original low-sodium \textit{Aster ericoides} host, producing a total accumulated volume for this host sequence ranking third in the order of treatments, as was observed.

\textbf{Discussion}

Our results show that, under natural conditions, a plant is able actively to exploit resource patchiness; that is, it can achieve better growth under spatially heterogeneous than it can under homogeneous resource conditions. However, a model system has the capacity to show only what \textit{can} occur. The value of a model system lies in pointing out the conditions necessary to the process of interest; any claim to generality must show that such conditions also occur in other situations (here, in other species). We note, then, that the implicated mechanism, that of sodium acting as an osmoticum to facilitate water uptake, has been shown to operate in a number of nonparasitic species (28, 35). Additionally, the scale at which resource types vary for dodder is comparable to the scale at which resources vary in the soil habitat (1–4). Thus, plant species beyond that used here, whether parasitic or not, may also possess the conditions necessary for the documented phenomenon.

In essence, the role of sodium in a synergistic response to resource heterogeneity is a subversion of normal cellular expansion processes; i.e., ion sequestration that creates a sink (36, 37) thereby enters into a process fundamental in the plant kingdom. Cellular expansion brought on by hydration is basic to growth and development in all plants, and water acquisition is of value for this reason alone. At the scale of the individual organism (as opposed to the cell), the sort of two-dimensional, horizontal size increase observed here has been shown by simulation to determine the probability of exploitation of any randomly distributed, patchy resource (38). Fieldwork has linked such dodder expansion to the acquisition of hosts (39), whereas in nonparasitic plants, space alone is a patchily distributed, two-dimensional resource (51).

We believe that we have been able to demonstrate a synergism between resource patches for several reasons. First, it is central to our results that we were able to work from observations of naturally occurring plants. The noncryptic nature of resource use in dodders allowed us to identify unequivocally the resources used by an individual and to correlate its responses with particular patterns of resource use. Thus, we could see directly the underlying complexities to which the parasitic plant reacts, entering into a process fundamental in the plant kingdom. Although a particular experimental treatment may produce a particular growth pattern in a laboratory environment, other treatment regimes may also produce that particular pattern, and none necessarily reflect that which actually occurs in nature. By deriving our experimental protocol from field observations, we avoided such ambiguity.

The synergism between “good” and “bad” patches that is reported here has been sought intensively in nonparasitic clonal plants for more than a decade, but without obvious success (for review, see...
refers, 23 and 40). Occupation of more than one nutrient patch is highly likely for any plant other than a small-bodied annual; the expectation of synergistic interaction between resource patches should be true for any plant, clonal or not, inhabiting simultaneously more than one patch. For clonal species, the focus on good vs. bad resource patches has been restricted to the availability of water, light, and macronutrients; sodium was included as only a factor in growth-inhibiting concentrations (41–43). Our findings show how sodium may induce a synergistic dynamic into lifetime patterns of plant resource acquisition. We wonder whether our success in demonstrating an interaction among patch types lies in the nature of the probable process involved. That is, in contrast to the effects of the macronutrients more often examined in the context of spatial heterogeneity (N, P, or K; e.g., see refs. 21, 23, 44), water uptake is relatively rapid and has a direct, immediate impact on whole-plant expansion through its initiative role in cellular expansion. Whether the potential effect of sodium has to do with the immediacy of these effects related to the slower, multistep processes of biosynthetic incorporation that the more commonly investigated nutrients experience was not within the scope of this project. We note, however, that rather than merely enhancing the efficiency or retention of resources otherwise acquired, the exploitation of sodium heterogeneity in the habitat has the potential to increase total resource extraction from any particular patch. This effect has the capacity to produce lifetime outcomes differing significantly from the consequences of balanced diets or stepwise limiting of nutrients (45, 46).

We emphasize that the effect depends on the order of uptake and the differential between and among the various levels of sodium in differing patch types. The effect of encounter order, combined with the lack of control a plant (or any organism with limited mobility) has over the order in which it encounters resources, introduces a previously unsuspected element of chance into the survival of competing individuals at early, more sensitive stages of their life cycle. Interactions between nutrient patches could mean that the greatest lifetime acquisition levels (as well as the correlated reproduction and survivorship) of a seed germinating in what might be a bad patch, would be, if followed by entrance of the plant body into a second patch type, transformed into a necessary part of the “best” resource schedule. Even so, the dodger maintains intermediate sodium levels when drawing resources from a large number of hosts encountered in no particular order, apparently acquiring sufficient resources at levels that result in greater growth if resources are mixed, rather than singular. Although treatments dealing with inter- and intraspecific competition have produced insight yielding results by assuming that plant individuals are battling over the possession of a single patch of light (ref. 47; but see also ref. 48), our results suggest that the inclusion of multiple patch types in modeling the nutrient-based dynamics of competition between individuals large enough to inhabit more than a single patch may add additional depth to the discussion.

Last, these results also apply specifically to parasitic plants. Parasites such as dodders and the even more notorious witchweeds (Striba) that can infest several hosts simultaneously are capable of considerable economic damage to agricultural crops (29). The relative sodium content of the parasitic plants, whether root or stem, holo- or hemiparasite (26, 31, 32, 49, 50), examined thus far is greater than that of their hosts, regardless of parasite taxonomic affinity. Parasitic plants, like other plants, spend most of any 24-hour period with closed stomata and no transpirational flux. However, the details of uptake dynamics as described here have not been largely considered. Our results suggest a means by which osmoregulatory dynamics may contribute significantly to extraction of resources from hosts. Understanding the function of relative salt content in the uptake from multiple hosts could provide an a priori criterion when choosing low-sodium intercrops (trap plants) with the potential to mitigate the destructiveness of the host–parasite relationship. Exploitation of the dynamic described here could minimize the economic and environmental costs entailed in the chemical and/or manual control of these parasites (29).
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